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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a localization scheme named Opportunistic Localization by Topology Control (OLTC), specifically
for sparse Underwater Sensor Networks (UWSNs). In a UWSN, an unlocalized sensor node finds its location by utilizing the spatio-
temporal relation with the reference nodes. Generally, UWSNs are sparsely deployed because of the high implementation cost, and
unfortunately, the network topology experiences partitioning due to the effect of passive node mobility. Consequently, most of the
underwater sensor nodes lack the required number of reference nodes for localization in underwater environments. The existing
literature is deficient in addressing the problem of node localization in the above mentioned scenario. Antagonistically, however, we
promote that even in such sparse UWSN context, it is possible to localize the nodes by exploiting their available opportunities. We
formulate a game-theoretic model based on the Single-Leader-Multi-Follower Stackelberg game for topology control of the unlocalized
and localized nodes. We also prove that both the players choose strategies to reach a socially optimal Stackelberg-Nash-Cournot
Equilibrium. NS-3 based simulation results indicate that the localization coverage of the network increases upto 1.5 times compared to
the existing state-of-the-art. The energy-efficiency of OLTC has also been established.

Index Terms—Opportunistic Localization, Game Theory, Topology Control, Sparse UWSNs, Oligopoly
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Localization of sensor nodes is fundamentally important
in event-driven sensor networks [1]–[4]. In such net-
works, the sensed data render meaningful insights when
they are tagged with location information. Location-
awareness is required in applications such as target
tracking [5], [6], ocean monitoring, pollution control, or
even for the execution of geographic routing protocols
[7]. However, UWSNs pose few unique challenges that
differ from those of the terrestrial sensor networks in
many respects [8]–[10]. Unlike the terrestrial networks,
Global Positioning System (GPS) is unsuitable for use
in underwater environments due to high attenuation
of radio signal. Also, the power-hungry nature of GPS
makes it inappropriate for use in UWSNs. Alternatively,
in UWSNs, location of a sensor node is determined by
utilizing its spatio-temporal relation with the reference
nodes. In many UWSN applications such as underwa-
ter surveillance, the nodes are sparsely deployed be-
cause of the high deployment cost [11]. Further, the
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presence of passive node mobility due to underwater
currents renders spatio-temporal partitioning of the net-
work topology. Consequently, most of the underwater
sensor nodes lack the availability of required number
of reference nodes in their communication range for
aiding in localization. Also, the neighborhood of a node
may change over time, and accordingly, the number of
available reference nodes may also change.

The existing works (e.g. [12]–[20]) on underwater
localization considered various constraints of UWSNs
except the sparse and network partitioning scenarios. Ref.
[21] considers a scenario which requires at least three
anchors for initiating the localization process. The lack
of required number of reference nodes or the variability
of the available reference nodes affects the execution
of any localization scheme. The existing localization
schemes are broadly classified into two categories –
anchor-based and anchor-free. The anchor-based schemes
perform localization iteratively starting from the sur-
face based anchors. Unfortunately, these schemes fail to
function in sparse and partitioned deployment scenarios.
On the other hand, anchor-free schemes use mobile
beacon nodes (such as AUVs and DNR-beacons) to
aid node localization. These additional devices increase
the implementation cost of these schemes. Furthermore,
these schemes exhibit performance challenges attributed
to low success rate in sparse UWSNs. Therefore, it
is required to design a scheme which is capable of
localizing the sensor nodes by exploiting the available
opportunities to fulfil the required number of reference
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nodes in sparse UWSNs.

1.2 Contributions
In this paper, we propose Opportunistic Localization by
Topology Control (OLTC), a localization scheme specifi-
cally designed for sparse and partitioned UWSNs. In
OLTC, we depict the interaction between an unlocalized
node and surrounding localized nodes (the potential
reference nodes) as an oligopoly. We model the scenario
as a Single-Leader-Multi-Follower Stackelberg game, where
any unlocalized node acts as the leader, and any lo-
calized node acts as the follower. In such oligopolistic
environment, the unlocalized node is referred to as the
Stackelberg firm, by following the nomenclature used in
micro-economic games [22]. Further, the existing local-
ized nodes, which help an unlocalized node to localize it,
are referred to as the Cournot firms. Any unlocalized node
exploits its available opportunities to interact with poten-
tial reference nodes to get localized with minimum lo-
calization delay. The localized nodes, on the other hand,
decide an optimal transmission power to maximize their
individual utility. In summary, the contributions of this
work are as follows.
• We formulate the interaction between an unlocal-

ized node and potential reference nodes (localized
nodes) as a Single-Leader-Multi-Follower Stackel-
berg game. This game model establishes the broader
scope for opportunistic localization in sparsely de-
ployed UWSNs by instrumenting topology control
mechanisms.

• We propose a model for the unlocalized nodes to
exploit the possibilities of opportunistic localiza-
tion — a mechanism that helps in addressing the
challenge of finding maximum available reference
nodes.

• We present an on-demand, topology controlled lo-
cation beacon providing scheme for the one-time lo-
calized nodes, which act as potential anchors for the
rest of the unlocalized nodes. This fabric is usable
for enforcing power-awareness in the localization
process.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly present the existing literature in the area of
UWSN localization and topology control in sensor net-
works. The system model is discussed in Section 3. The
proposed OLTC framework is described in Section 4. We
analyze the simulation results of the proposed scheme in
Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the paper concludes by
citing directions for future work.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Localization in UWSNs
In recent years, a number of research works investigated
the problem of node localization in UWSNs. Ref. [2],
[3] survey these works in detail. Among the iterative
schemes, the Three Dimensional Localization Algorithm

for Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks (3DUL) [12]
presents a localization approach in which location esti-
mation propagates starting from the surface-based an-
chor nodes. The unlocalized nodes and the anchors
perform two-way message exchange to estimate the
intermediate distance and the anchor node’s coordinate.
The unlocalized node estimates its location based on
the trilateration scheme. However, in 3DUL, the sensor
nodes are considered to be stationary.

The effect of node mobility was considered in the Scal-
able Localization with Mobility Prediction (SLMP) [13]
scheme. The authors consider an architecture consisting
of surface buoys, anchor nodes, and ordinary nodes. The
anchor nodes estimate their future coordinates based on
their past coordinates and predicted mobility pattern.
These anchors also calculate their coordinates using the
lateration technique with reference to the surface buoys.
The anchors assume their predicted mobility pattern to
be valid, if the difference between the calculated and
the estimated coordinates is less than a threshold value.
Otherwise, the mobility pattern is updated. The ordinary
nodes calculate their location and mobility pattern by
listening to the updates from the anchor nodes. How-
ever, in this scheme, the anchor nodes perform long
distance acoustic communication with the surface buoys,
and node density is assumed to be high.

Localization schemes proposed in Refs. [21] and [15]
transform the localization problem from 3-dimension
(3D) to 2-dimension (2D), with the use of depth and pro-
jection informations. A sensor node estimates its location
using the projected anchor nodes. However, if location
estimation by these anchor nodes fails, the unlocalized
node waits for another anchor’s beacons. Localization
Scheme for Large Scale underwater networks (LSLS)
[23] and Underwater Positioning System (UPS) [14] were
proposed for stationary UWSNs. In these schemes, the
location is estimated with the help of reference nodes,
and then it is repeated iteratively.

Erol et al. proposed a surface anchor-free localization
scheme named Dive’N’Rise Localization (DNRL) [16]
which uses Dive’N’Rise beacons (DNR-beacons). These
mobile DNR-beacons get their GPS coordinates while
floating, and then dive inside water to aid the localiza-
tion of the sensor nodes. The advantage of this scheme
is that it is ‘silent’, and energy-efficient. However, the
slow descending speed of the DNR-beacons increase
the location estimation errors in the presence of node
mobility. Also, large number of DNR-beacons are re-
quired for large-scale networks, thereby increasing the
implementation cost of the network. AUVs were used
as beacon nodes in few schemes [17]–[19]. In addition to
incurring additional cost to the network, the localization
success of these schemes greatly depend on the trajectory
of the AUV.

All these schemes proposed for UWSN localization
considered various constraints of UWSN, except explic-
itly the sparse and partitioned deployment scenarios,
where the unlocalized nodes lack the required number of
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reference nodes. In such cases, the existing anchor-based
localization schemes [12], [15], [20], [21], [23] exhibit
limited localization coverage. The AUV-based schemes
may be considered alternatively. However, these require
the knowledge of the deployment area, which increases
the overall implementation and deployment cost.

2.2 Topology Control
The approach for topology control was taken in vari-
ous complementary ways, including medium access and
routing, to extend the lifetime of a network [24], [25].
The topology control scheme presented in DRNG [24],
DLSS [24] and STC [26] start with neighbor finding,
where all the nodes transmit at their maximum power.
Later, each node computes the minimum transmission
power required to maintain network connectivity. An-
other decentralized topology control scheme, which con-
sidered both connectivity and frame success rate, was
proposed in [27] based on a complete information game.
Recently, more such schemes based on game-theory were
proposed. Ref. [28] takes into account cross-layer infor-
mation such as signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR)
and MAC/network layer connectivity to optimally allo-
cate transmission power for nodes. The changes in the
residual energy of the nodes was considered in [25] for
framing a game-theoretic model of the topology control
scheme. There exist few works on topology control in
UWSNs as well. Liu et al. [29] proposed a scheme
which considers the anchored nodes present in UWSNs.
However, the authors did not consider the energy con-
sumption incurred due to receiving of messages. Ojha
et al. [30] proposed a ‘virtual topology’ to maintain
the connectivity among the nodes from sea-bed to sea-
surface. However, the scheme is not suitable for sparse
and partitioned networks.

2.3 Synthesis
The analysis of the existing literature reveals that topol-
ogy control is applied in solving different problems
such as finding optimal transmission range to maintain
network connectivity, minimization of node’s energy
consumption with cross-layer information, or selection
of the minimum set of active nodes. In contrast to the
above-cited works (e.g. [27], [26], [25]), in this paper,
we leverage the benefits of topology control for better
node localization, specifically in sparse deployment sce-
narios. To the best of our knowledge, this is a forma-
tive work which introduces the idea of using topology
control mechanisms to solve the problem of localization
in UWSNs. Further, we emphasize that the problem
instance of node localization considered in our study
— a single unlocalized node needing multiple localized
neighbor nodes to successfully localized itself — moti-
vates the use of single-leader-multi-follower analytical
model. This game-based solution proposed in our work
enables the establishment of opportunistic localization in
sparsely deployed UWSNs, as explained elaborately in

Section 4.3. It may be clarified that the attributes of
opportunism in localization and the consideration of
sparse deployment scenario make the proposed solution
distinct from the existing similar works on topology
control ( [27], [26], [25]).

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We assume a 3D UWSN consisting of mobile nodes (N )
represented as a graph G(N,E(t)), which are affected
by passive node mobility due to waves and underwater
currents. For any node i, {Nbr(i)}pi denotes the set
of its neighbors for transmission power pi, and Pi(t)
denotes the action space of available power levels at
time t. Initially, all the nodes transmit in the same
and minimum power level pmin. Here, the minimum
transmission power is pmin = inf(Pi(·)) and maximum
transmission power is pmax = sup(Pi(·)) for any node
i. Changing the power level of a node corresponds to
changing its transmission range. Let Ri(t) represent the
set of transmission ranges of a node at time t. Therefore,
Pi(·) and Ri(·) possess an one-to-one bijective mapping,
i.e., f : Pi(·)→ Ri(·). Accordingly, Pi(·) = [p1, p2, · · · , pκ]
and Ri(·) = [r1, r2, · · · , rκ], where κ is the number of
transmission power levels, and it is defined as κ =
|Pi(·)|, where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. In
the assumed deployment, j ∈ {Nbr(i)}pi in the network
graph G(N,E(t)) iff (i, j) ∈ E(t), and the distance be-
tween i and j is dij ≤ ri for ri ∈ Ri(·). As depicted in
Figure 1, whereas the unlocalized nodes are submerged
into water throughout the network, the localized sensor
nodes or anchors are positioned on the water surface.
The dotted circles in Figure 1 show the area covered by
the nodes with transmission range ri = rmin. Table 1
lists the symbols used in the paper.

3.1 Assumptions
We list the assumptions made in the design of the
proposed work.
• A sensor node is aware of its depth.
• Nodes are time-synchronized.
• They have knowledge about various cross-layer in-

formation such as topology, connectivity, and resid-
ual battery status.

• Anchor nodes, which act as initial reference nodes,
are deployed on the water surface.

4 OPPORTUNISTIC LOCALIZATION BY TOPOL-
OGY CONTROL (OLTC)
4.1 Why Single-Leader-Multi-Follower Stackelberg
game?
In a distributed localization scenario, an unlocalized
node is able to successfully localize itself after receiving
location beacons from multiple localized nodes. How-
ever, due to the presence of sparseness in node de-
ployment, reception of location beacons from multiple
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TABLE 1: List of Symbols

Symbol Meaning
N The set of all nodes
Nl The set of the localized nodes
Nul The set of the unlocalized nodes
E(t) The set of the edges in the network
Nbr(i)pi The set of the neighbors of node i for transmis-

sion power pi
pi The transmission power of node i
Pi(t) The set of available transmission power levels

of node i at time t
pmin Minimum transmission power of any node
pmax Maximum transmission power of any node
ri The transmission range of node i
Ri(t) The set of available transmission range levels of

node i at time t
rmin Minimum transmission range of any node
rmax Maximum transmission range of any node
W (t) The set of total residual energy of nodes at time

t
Uj Utility of localized node j ∈ Nl

Ψi Utility of unlocalized node i ∈ Nul

OPRi Opportunistic region of node i
MaxOPRi Maximum opportunistic region of node i
Pi Profit of node i

ARR
i Ability of a localized node i to resolve requests
ASD

i Ability of a localized node i to serve demands
nOReq Number of opportunity request messages re-

ceived
n
pi
OReq Number of opportunity requests that can be

resolved by node i with transmission power pi
nk
ref Additional number of reference nodes required

to localize node k
nref |max The number of reference nodes required for a

node to get localize
{J}pi The set of localized neighbors of node i for

transmission power pi
tdelay Localization delay
dij Distance between node i and j

Fig. 1: Deployment scenario of OLTC

localized neighbors may not be achieved1. In such a
scenario, the unlocalized nodes initiate the localization
process, and the localized nodes follow the process by
replying with beacons. Thereby, we use Single-Leader-
Multi-Follower Stackelberg game [22], where the unlocal-
ized node acts as the single leader, and the localized nodes
are the multiple followers. This interaction is termed as
an ‘oligopolistic market’, as in such market environment

1. It is noteworthy that even in sparse UWSNs, the regular function-
alities of sensing and multi-hop communication to the surface sinks can
be performed. The challenge in localization in UWSNs is due to the
requirement of a minimum set of reference nodes.

there are limited number of players.
Therefore, by exploiting topology control, the unlocal-

ized nodes are able to interact with more localized nodes,
and further request them for location beacons. On the
other hand, the localized nodes also perform topology
control to maximize the number of unlocalized nodes
they interact with while minimizing the energy con-
sumption. These nodes select an optimal transmission
power with the help of the Single-Leader-Multi-Follower
Stackelberg game. We describe the game formulation for
performing topology control of the nodes in Section 4.2.
In Theorem 4.1, we prove the effectiveness of adopting
the Stackelberg game formulation to perform topology
control.

Theorem 1. The energy consumption of the sensor nodes
for performing localization with the Single-Leader-Multi-
Follower Stackelberg game is less than the case when no game
is used. Mathematically,

Ē < E (1)

where
Ē : Total energy consumption by using the said game
E : Total energy consumption by not using the said game

Proof: Let us consider two different scenarios for lo-
calization — with and without the Single-Leader-Multi-
Follower Stackelberg game. We also assume that same
number of nodes is localized in both the scenarios. The
transmission power of any localized node is pi ≤ pmax,
and Ei(·) and Ēi(·) denote the energy consumption of
node i for the scenarios without game and with game,
respectively.

If we do not use the Single-Leader-Multi-Follower
Stackelberg game, all localized nodes have transmission
power = pmax. Therefore, the total consumed energy for
transmission is,

E =

|Nl|∑
i=0

Ei(pmax) (2)

On the other hand, by using the Single-Leader-Multi-
Follower Stackelberg game, a set of localized nodes N̄l ⊆
Nl are able to localize the same number of unlocalized
nodes with transmission power p̄i, where i ∈ N̄l and
p̄i < pmax. In this case, the overall energy consumption
is,

Ē =

|N̄l|∑
i=0

Ēi(p̄i) +

|Nl|−|N̄l|∑
i=0

Ei(pmax) (3)

Therefore, it is straightforward to verify that Ē < E .
Hence, using the Single-Leader-Multi-Follower Stackel-
berg game, the sensor nodes maintain energy-efficiency.

4.2 Topology Control with Single-Leader-Multi-
Follower Stackelberg Game
We model the interaction between the localized and
the unlocalized nodes as a Single-Leader-Multi-Follower
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Stackelberg game [22], as discussed in Section 4.1. The
followers seek to maximize their individual benefit dur-
ing ‘Opportunistic Localization’ in a non-cooperative
manner. Furthermore, an unlocalized node seeks to max-
imize its own profit while considering the response
of the followers (the localized nodes). Thus, in an
oligopolistic environment, the followers are Cournot
firms and the leader is the Stackelberg firm. We de-
fine the game in its strategic form as G = 〈{Nl ∪
Nul}, P (t),W (t), {Ul}l∈Nul , {Uf}f∈Nl〉, with the follow-
ing components:
• The set of localized nodes, Nl.
• The set of unlocalized nodes, Nul.
• The set of total action space (power level) at time t,
P (t) = {P1(t), P2(t), · · · , Pi(t), · · · , Pn(t)} ∀i ∈ N .

• The set of total residual energy of nodes at time t,
W (t).

• The set of utility functions for follower, {Uf}f∈Nl .
• The set of utility functions for leader, {Ψl}l∈Nul .

Definition 1. The Opportunistic Region (OPRi) of a node
i is defined as the region covered by it for transmission power
pi < p

OPR
< pmax, where pi is the current transmission

power of node i.

Definition 2. The Maximum Opportunistic Region
(MaxOPRi) of a node i is the region covered by it for
transmission power p

OPR
= pmax.

Definition 3. The profit (Pi(·)) of a sensor node i is defined
as the difference between the revenue (Ri(·)) generated and
the cost (Ci(·)) incurred.

Pi(·) = Ri(·)− Ci(·) (4)

In our works, Ri(·) and Ci(·) are representative of the Ability
and energy consumption of the node i.

4.2.1 Utility function for Localized Nodes
The localized nodes are the followers (f ∈ Nl) of the
oligopolistic market. They decide their strategy to local-
ize maximum number of nodes with minimum energy
consumption. In the following, we define the rules for
utility calculation of these followers.

i) The utility (Uj) of a follower j is considered to be
non-increasing, as with an increase in the transmission
power level (℘j = p̃j − pj), the energy consumption of
the localized node becomes higher. Here, p̃j and pj are
the new and current power levels, respectively. Thus, the
profit (Pj(·)) of a node decreases by choosing higher p̃j ,
as mentioned in Lemma 4.2.1. Therefore, the utility is
represented mathematically as,

δUj
δ℘j
≤ 0 (5)

Theorem 2. For a node, with the increase in the trans-
mission power, the number of localized/unlocalized neighbors
is higher or at least equal. Mathematically, |{Nbr(·)}p2 | ≥
|{Nbr(·)}p1

|, where p2 > p1.

Proof: Let us consider that we have k1 and k2 num-
ber of localized and unlocalized nodes present in the
OPRS of a node S.

Thus, n2 = n1 + k1 + k2, where k1 ≥ 0 and k2 ≥ 0,
and n1 = |{Nbr(·)}p1

| and n2 = |{Nbr(·)}p2
| represent

the number of nodes present in transmission ranges r1

and r2, respectively.
Certainly, n2 ≥ n1, considering any value for k1 and

k2.
Let, N1 and N2 represents the set of nodes present

inside r1 and r2, respectively. Mathematically, |N2∩Nl| ≥
|N1 ∩Nl| and |N2 ∩Nul| ≥ |N1 ∩Nul|.

Let us assume that the sensor node S has two different
transmission power levels, p1 and p2. The corresponding
transmission ranges are r1 and r2, respectively. There-
fore, p2 > p1 and r2 > r1.

Let us assume that the network has n number of
deployed nodes over the region of d× d× d size. Thus,
N1, the set of neighbors for transmission range r1 has
n1 = n

d3 × 4
3πr

3
1 number of nodes. Similarly, N2, the set

of neighbors for range r2 has n2 = n
d3 × 4

3πr
3
2 number of

nodes.
Therefore, considering an uniform deployment of

nodes throughout the network, it is straightforward to
verify that,

n2 > n1, if r2 > r1 (6)

Equation 6 satisfies for the cases when k1 > 0 and
k2 ≥ 0, or k1 ≥ 0 and k2 > 0.

Hence, the higher the transmission power of a node,
the higher (or equal) is the number of localized/unlocal-
ized neighbors of it.

ii) The transmission range (r) of a localized node
increases with the increase in its transmission power (pj).
Consequently, as proved in Theorem 4.2.1, for a localized
node, the probability to localize more unlocalized nodes
increases. Therefore

δUj
δp̃j
≥ 0 (7)

Definition 4. For any localized node j ∈ Nl, the number
of requests that can be resolved is (np̃j

OReq
), with transmission

power level (p̃j) among the total number of ‘OReq’ packets
(n

OReq
) received. Therefore, the ‘ability to resolve requests’

(ARRj ) is defined as,

ARRj =
np̃j
OReq

n
OReq

(8)

Definition 5. The number of localized neighbors of any node
i for transmission power pi is defined as,

{J}pi = |{Nbr(i)}pi ∪Nl| (9)

Definition 6. The additional number of reference nodes
required for any unlocalized node i to get successfully localized
is defined as the difference between the total number of
reference nodes required and the number of localized neighbors
present,

niref = nref |max − {J}pi (10)
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Definition 7. The overall demand to any localized node j ∈
Nl receiving n

OReq
number of requests is defined by,

Dj =

n
OReq∑
m=1

nkref (11)

where k is the node ID of the mth OReq message. It is
computed as k = Id[m]. We assume, Id[·] holds the IDs
of the nodes which send the OReq message. Also, k ∈
{Nbr(j)}pi and k ∈ Nul.

Definition 8. For any localized node j ∈ Nl with trans-
mission power p̃j , only np̃j

OReq
requests can be served among

the total demand of reference nodes (Dj). Thus, the ‘ability to
serve demand’ (ASDj ) is calculated as,

ASDj =
np̃j
OReq∑n

OReq

k=1 nkref
(12)

Definition 9. The total ‘ability’ (Aj) of a localized node
j ∈ Nl is the sum of the ‘ability to resolve requests’ (ARRj )
from unlocalized nodes, and the ‘ability to serve demand’
(ASDj ) with its current transmission power level (p̃j). Math-
ematically,

Aj = ARRj +ASDj

or, Aj =
np̃j
OReq

n
OReq

+
np̃j
OReq∑n

OReq

k=1 nkref
(13)

iii) For a specific transmission power level p̃j , a fol-
lower node’s (j’s) utility increases with an increase in its
ability to localize more nodes.

δUj
δAj

> 0 (14)

Therefore, the overall utility of any follower j is
defined as,

Uj = tan−1(e
−
p̃j−pj
pj ) +

(
np̃j
OReq

n
OReq

+
np̃j
OReq∑n

OReq

k=1 nkref

)
p̃j (15)

Lemma 1. The profit (Pj(·)) of a localized node (j ∈ Nl)
for choosing a higher transmission power level is a concave
function.

Proof: Let the current and the new transmission
power levels of node j ∈ Nl be pj and p̃j , respectively.
The change in the power level is denoted by ℘j = p̃j−pj .
Transmission of a message using a higher transmission
power requires higher transmission energy. Thus, the
energy consumption of the localized nodes increases due
to participation in ‘opportunistic localization’.

Let the profit achieved for message transmission using
power level pj and p̃j be given by Pj(pj), and Pj(p̃j),
respectively. Therefore, Pj(pj) ≥ Pj(p̃j), as pj ≤ p̃j .

Thus, the rate of change of profit with respect to the
transmission power level variation is non-increasing. So,

dPj
d℘j

≤ 0 (16)

Hence, Pj(·) is a concave function.

4.2.2 Utility function for Unlocalized Nodes
In the Stackelberg game of localization, the unlocalized
nodes are the leaders. They watch for the decision of
the localized nodes, and based on the response of the
followers, they maximize their profits. The strategy of
the leader is to minimize the energy consumption during
localization delay. We define the rules for calculating the
utility Ψi for any leader i as follows.

The utility of any leader i for follower j increases
with the decrease in localization delay. Let tij denote the
two-round trip time of messages between the follower j
and leader i. The follower waits for nref |max number of
location beacons before starting the localization process.
Also, the utility of the leader i decreases with each retry
it does to send the OReq message. As with each such
retry, the leader has to transmit again using power level
pi. Therefore, for any fixed power level pj of the follower
j,

Ψi =
∑
j∈Nl,

|j|≤nref |max

Ψij

or, Ψi = pi
∑
j∈Nl,

|j|≤nref |max

tij (17)

where pmin < pj ≤ pmax.

4.2.3 Existence of the Stackelberg-Nash-Cournot Equi-
librium
The game reaches the equilibrium, when the leader or
the unlocalized node minimizes its localization delay,
and the localized nodes (the followers) reach their equi-
librium state. In such a state, the players cannot im-
prove their individual profit by single-sidedly changing
their actions. The Stackelberg-Nash-Cournot Equilibrium
of the Single-Leader-Multi-Follower Stackelberg game
G = 〈{Nl ∪ Nul}, P (t),W (t), {Ψl}l∈Nul , {Uf}f∈Nl〉 exists
for the selection of optimal power level (p∗j ) by the
follower j, if the following inequality is satisfied.

Uj(p∗j ,p∗−j) ≥ Uj(p̃j ,p
∗
−j) (18)

where p∗−j = (p∗1, p
∗
2, · · · , p∗j−1, p

∗
j+1, · · · , p∗n).

Theorem 3. The localized nodes maximize their transmission
power to maximize their individual profits by localizing more
nodes. Therefore, the localized nodes reach to Stackelberg-
Nash-Cournot Equilibrium by maximizing the transmission
power to a certain level, i.e., power at the equilibrium level
p∗j , when the following condition holds:

∆Uj
∆p̃j

=
Uj(p̃j + δpj)− Uj(p̃j)

(p̃j + δpj)− p̃j
≥ 0

where p∗j = p̃j + δpj .

Proof:

∆Uj
∆p̃j

=
Uj(p̃j + δpj)− Uj(p̃j)

(p̃j + δpj)− p̃j
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=
{

1
δpj

}[{
tan−1(e

−
∆pj+δpj

pj ) + n(p̃j+δpj)
OReq

(p̃j + δpj)

( 1
n
OReq

+ 1∑n
OReq

k=1 nkref

)}
−
{
tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj
pj

)
+np̃j

OReq
p̃j

(
1

n
OReq

+ 1∑n
OReq

k=1 nkref

)}]
=
{

1
δpj

}
[{

tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj

)
+ n(p̃j+δpj)

OReq
(p̃j + δpj)K

}
−
{
tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj
pj

)
+ np̃j

OReq
p̃jK

}]
(19)

where K =

(
1

n
OReq

+ 1∑n
OReq

k=1 nkref

)
.

Here, we have to prove that the first term {·} ≥ 0 and
[·] ≥ 0

{
tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj

)
+ n(p̃j+δpj)

OReq
(p̃j + δpj)K

}
−
{
tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj
pj

)
+ np̃j

OReq
p̃jK

}

=

{
tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj

)
− tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj
pj

)}
+
{

2× np̃j+δpj
OReq

p̃j − np̃jOReq p̃j
}
K (20)

The second term {·} ≥ 0, as n(p̃j+δpj)
OReq

≥ np̃j
OReq

.
Also, δpj ≥ 0, as ∆pj + δpj ≥ ∆pj and np̃j+δpj

OReq
> 0.

Now,

tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj

)
− tan−1

(
e
−

∆pj
pj

)

= tan−1

 e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj − e−

∆pj
pj

1 + e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj e

−
∆pj
pj


= tan−1

e−∆pj+δpj
pj − e−

∆pj
pj

1 + e
−

2∆pj+δpj
pj


.

Hence, if (·) ≥ 0, the Theorem can be proved.
Therefore,

e
−

∆pj+δpj
pj − e−

∆pj
pj

1 + e
−

2∆pj+δpj
pj

=

e
−

∆pj
pj

[
e
−
δpj
pj − 1

]
1 + e

−
2∆pj+δpj

pj

(21)

From the Equation 21, we get,

e
−
δpj
pj − 1 ≥ 0

as δpj ≥ 0, and 1 + e
−

2∆pj+δpj
pj ≥ 1.

Hence, ∆Uj
∆p̃j
≥ 0, which proves the Theorem.

Fig. 2: A scenario depicting the necessity of opportunistic
localization

4.3 Opportunistic Localization

The nodes deployed over the surface of water act as the
initial anchor nodes for the unlocalized nodes. The local-
ization process is anchor-initiated. The anchors broadcast
‘Wakeup’ message at power pj to inform the unlocalized
nodes about its presence. Any unlocalized node is able
to localize itself after receiving the required number
of beacon messages (nref |max) from different anchor
nodes. This is the required criterion for localization.
However, in sparse UWSNs, such condition is not al-
ways fulfilled. Therefore, the nodes explore their avail-
able opportunities by increasing the transmission range.
The unlocalized nodes broadcast the ‘OReq’ message at
power pmax to find its ‘Maximum Opportunistic Region’
(MaxOPRi|i∈Nul ). After receiving the ‘OReq’ messages,
a localized node decides its optimal transmission power
level (p̃j), to maximize its profit. The unlocalized nodes
again execute their localization procedure after receiving
the required number of messages from its localized
neighbors.

Figure 2 depicts a scenario consisting of one leader
i and three followers, A, B, and C. Initially, the un-
localized leader has only one neighbor B in its range.
However, when it starts opportunistic localization by
transmitting at pmax power to have a transmission radius
of rmax, it finds three localized nodes. The followers,
on the other hand, select their optimal power levels
{p̃j}j∈A,B,C , based on the received requests from the
leaders. Accordingly, the selected transmission ranges
are rA, rB , and rC , as in our example in Figure 2.

In this scheme, the existing localized nodes have the
objective to help localize maximum number of nodes
with minimum energy consumption. Mathematically,

max
j∈Nl

Uj = tan−1(e
−
p̃j−pj
pj ) +

(
np̃j
OReq

n
OReq

+
np̃j
OReq∑n

OReq

k=1 nkref

)
p̃j

(22)
On the other hand, the objective of the unlocalized

nodes is to minimize the localization delay. An unlocal-
ized node waits for nref |max number of location beacons
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to be successfully localized. Mathematically,

min
i∈Nul

Ψi = pi
∑
j∈Nl,

|j|≤nref |max

tij (23)

4.3.1 Algorithm for Unlocalized Nodes
To start opportunistic localization, the unlocalized nodes
first explore their maximum opportunities by following
the procedure described in Algorithm 1. An unlocalized
node broadcasts a packet named ‘Opportunity Request’
or ‘OReq’, to explore its MaxOPRi. Any unlocalized
node is able to localize itself after finding the total
number of required reference nodes (nref |max), which
is the sum of the opportunistic reference nodes and the
available reference nodes. The number of available refer-
ence nodes is found by counting the number of ‘Wakeup’
messages received.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Unlocalized Nodes
Inputs: Nul, Nl, {Nbr(i)}pi;i∈Nul , {Wi(t)}i∈Nul , P (t).
Output: Localization delay tdelay.

1: for each ‘Wakeup’ message received from a localized
node j ∈ {Nbr(i)}pi;i∈Nul do

2: Add j to {J}pi .
3: end for
4: if |{J}pi | ≥ 0 then
5: niref ←− (nref |max − |{J}pi |).
6: else
7: niref ←− nref |max.
8: end if
9: if Wi(t) > Wth then

10: Send ‘OReq’ message at power pi ←− pmax.
11: else
12: Remaining energy LOW, do not transmit ‘OReq’.
13: end if
14: for ‘ORply’ message received from node j do
15: Calculate dij ←− (ti − tj)× vsound.
16: if Number of beacons received = nref |max then
17: Localize().
18: Return tdelay ←− tnow − tinit.
19: end if
20: end for

Theorem 4. An unlocalized node i ∈ Nul always starts
opportunistic localization by transmitting the ‘OReq’ message
using power pi = pmax, if it satisfies Wi(t) > Wth at time t.

Proof: The goal of an unlocalized node (i ∈ Nul) is
to localize by minimizing the localization delay (tloc).

min
i∈Nul

tloc =
∑
j∈Nl,

|j|≤nref |max

tij (24)

According to Theorem 4.2.1 and Definition 1, the
OPRS of an unlocalized node S have higher number

of localized nodes, which act as potential anchors for
the unlocalized node to get localized. Let S have three
different transmission power levels pi, p̄i, pmax and let
the corresponding transmission ranges be ri, r̄i, rmax,
respectively. Here, pi < p̄i < pmax and ri < r̄i < rmax.

Let nk represent the number of localized neighbors
present in the transmission range k ∈ {ri, r̄i, rmax}. Then,
we consider the probability of not finding any localized
node as the following.

Prob(nk < 1) =

 α for k = ri,
β for k = r̄i,
γ for k = rmax

(25)

where it is straightforward to verify that α ≥ β and
β ≥ γ. Thus, considering Prob(nk ≥ 1) = 1− Prob(nk <
1), the probability to find at least one localized node is,

Prob(nk ≥ 1) =

 1− α for k = ri,
1− β for k = r̄i,
1− γ for k = rmax

(26)

Consequently, we can derive,

Prob(nr̄i ≥ 1)− Prob(nri ≥ 1) = (1− β)− (1− α)
= α− β [∵ α ≥ β]
> 0

(27)
Hence, Prob(nr̄i ≥ 1) ≥ Prob(nri ≥ 1) and similarly,

Prob(nrmax ≥ 1) ≥ Prob(nr̄i ≥ 1).
Thus, the probability to find a localized neighbor is

non-decreasing with the transmission range. Mathemat-
ically,

Prob(nrmax ≥ 1) ≥ Prob(nr̄i ≥ 1) ≥ Prob(nri ≥ 1) (28)

Hence, an unlocalized node S always explores
MaxOPRS to ensure finding maximum number of lo-
calized nodes. Thus, pi = pmax for Wi(t) > Wth. Oth-
erwise, the localization delay and energy consumption
increases due to repeated retry attempts.

Corollary 1. The unlocalized nodes (Nul) do not collude
among themselves.

Proof: Let two unlocalized nodes S1 and S2 collude
among themselves, and choose to reduce their individual
transmission range (r1, r2), such that r1, r2 < rmax.

Therefore, according to Theorem 4, the probability to
reach potential anchors for both S1 and S2 is less than
their maximum opportunities. Also, any retry by S1 and
S2 will increase the localization delay for each of them.

We consider that the prioritized goal of any unlocal-
ized node S1, S2 ∈ Nul is to get localized while min-
imizing tloc to maximize their individual profit, when
the remaining battery power is higher than the threshold
level (Wi(t) > Wth).

Hence, no unlocalized node colludes among them-
selves.
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4.3.2 Algorithm for Localized Nodes
The procedure followed by a localized node or an anchor
is described in Algorithm 2. Initially, ‘Wakeup’ messages
are broadcasted by the anchor nodes to inform the
unlocalized nodes about their presence. Any follower
calculates the required transmission power level, and its
corresponding utility. Thereafter, an optimized transmis-
sion power level (pi) is taken, based on the strategy ab-
stracted in Equation 22. During all these transmissions,
the battery status of a node is taken into consideration.
For low residual battery power, i.e., Wj(t) ≤Wth, a node
is debarred from any transmission.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Localized Nodes
Inputs: Nl, Nul, {Wj(t)}j∈Nl , P (t).
Output: Optimized action p̃j .

1: if Wj(t) > Wth then
2: Broadcast ‘Wakeup’ message at power pi.
3: else
4: Remaining energy LOW, do not transmit.
5: end if
6: for ‘OReq’ packet received from node i ∈ Nul do
7: Calculate dji ←− (tj − ti)vsound.
8: Calculate required transmission power p̃j .
9: Get niref .

10: Calculate utility Uj .
11: end for
12: Compute n

OReq
.

13: if n
OReq

> 0 then
14: if Wj(t) > Wth then
15: Return p̃j ←− arg maxj∈Nl Uj .
16: Broadcast ORply at power p̃j .
17: else
18: Remaining energy LOW; do not transmit.
19: end if
20: end if

Lemma 2. The decision of a localized node is based on zero
conjecture variation, i.e., other localized nodes will hold their
strategies as in the existing level.

Proof: Let the profit for any follower j ∈ Nl may be
represented by

Pj(pj) ∝ n
pj
OReq

Pj(pj) = kj × n
pj
OReq (29)

Let at any time t, the strategies of the followers be
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pj , . . . , p|Nl|}, and the corresponding
profits are, P = {n1, n2, . . . , nj , . . . , n|Nl|}, where nj =
kj × n

pj
OReq .

Assume that follower j changes its strategy from pj to
p̄j , and the corresponding profit changes as,

P̄ = {n1, n2, . . . , n̄j , . . . , n|Nl|} (30)

Therefore, the change in profits is,

P̄ ∼ P = {0, 0, . . . , n̄j ∼ nj , . . . , 0} (31)

Fig. 3: Message formats used in OLTC

Then, the conjecture variation, δj , is calculated as the
ratio of the combined output variation of the followers,
∀i ∈ Nl and i 6= j, to the jth follower,

δj =

d(
∑
i6=j

pi)

dpj
(32)

Therefore,

δj =

d(
∑
i6=j

pi)

dpj
=

0

n̄j ∼ nj
= 0 (33)

This concludes the proof.

4.3.3 Message Formats
In OLTC, three types of messages are used – Wakeup, Op-
portunity Request (OReq), and Opportunity Reply (ORply).
‘Wakeup’ message is broadcast to initiate the scheme.
Thereafter, ‘OReq’ is broadcast on-demand by the un-
localized nodes, if they lack the required number of
beacons. In reply to ‘OReq’, the ‘ORply’ message is
broadcast by the localized nodes after selecting an opti-
mal transmission power level. The location information
of the reference (localized) nodes is embedded in the
‘ORply’ message. Therefore, the ‘ORply’ message acts
as a location beacon as well. These message formats are
shown in Figure 3. In each message, the message type
and sender node’s id is embedded. Additionally, ‘OReq’
includes the time of message send from the unlocalized
node, and the required number of reference nodes. In
‘ORply’, the node’s location information is included in
addition to the sending time information.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Simulation Settings
We simulated the proposed scheme using the NS-3
(http://www.nsnam.org/) simulation platform. We var-
ied the number of nodes from 10-50 in the deployment
region of 2500 m× 2500 m× 2500 m. This provides
us to experiment on low to medium node density
scenarios. For each scenario we deployed four anchor
nodes on the water surface. Each simulation was exe-
cuted for 100 seconds. Initially, the transmission range
of the nodes was set to 1000 m. We considered Ri =
[1000 m, 1500 m, 2000 m], where the number of different
transmission power levels κ = 3. In the simulations,
we set the transmission power level pi (TxPower (in
dB) attribute in UanPhyGen model) for a given range
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TABLE 2: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Transmission Range (r) 1000-2000 m
Node mobility (vm) 0.5-2.0 m/s
Node mobility model Meandering Current Mobility

model [32]
Channel frequency 22 KHz
Modulation technique FSK
Data rate 500 bps
Speed of sound 1500 m/s
Wave propagation model Thorp’s propagation model [31]
Transmission power 0.203 watts [33]
Receive & Idle power 0.024 watts [33]
Sleep power 3× 10−6 watts [33]
Initial energy of a node 200 J
Threshold battery level (Wth) 50 J

(ri) as the propagation loss incurred for that particular
transmission range using the Thorp’s propagation model
[31]. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 2.

In each simulation, the nodes are initially placed ran-
domly inside the simulation region boundary. Thereafter,
they move according to the velocity of ocean current,
by following the Meandering Current Mobility model
[32]. The process of node localization is distributed
throughout the network. Any unlocalized node gets
localized after receiving nref |max number of beacons
from its one-hop neighbors, which are already localized.
We use the trilateration technique for node localization,
and thus, we consider nref |max = 3. Any node acts as
a reference node to its one-hop neighbors only. Thus, the
initial simulation boundary does not have any effect on
the localization process.

5.2 Performance Metrics

We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm
using the following metrics:

(i) Localization coverage: It is defined as the ratio of the
number of localized nodes to the total number of
nodes in the network.

(ii) Average energy consumption per node: It is measured
as the ratio of the total energy consumption to
the number of localized nodes. Average energy
consumption is calculated as, Eavg = 1

N

∑N
i=1 Ei.

(iii) Average localization error: Average localization error
is calculated using the following formula: ε =
1
N

∑N
i=1

√
(xi − x′i)2 + (yi − y′i)2 + (zi − z′i)2, where

for any node i, (xi,yi,zi) and (x′i,y
′
i,z
′
i) denote the

estimated, and the original locations, respectively.
(iv) Average localization delay: It is measured as the

average time to localize a node after it receives the
‘Wakeup’ message.

5.3 Benchmark

We compared the performance of OLTC with two well-
known localization schemes, namely, the Three Dimen-
sional Localization Algorithm for Underwater Acous-
tic Sensor Networks (3DUL) [12], and the Dive’N’Rise

TABLE 3: Inter-node distance

No. of Nodes Inter-node Distance
Avg. Min. Max.

10 1641.4746 1588.0529 1694.8962
20 1652.598 1621.2923 1683.9036
30 1644.855 1619.5548 1670.1551
40 1646.1324 1622.9186 1669.3461
50 1648.6572 1627.9064 1669.4079

Localization (DNRL) [16], for UWSNs. Both 3DUL and
DNRL, were simulated with setting the transmission
range of the sensor nodes at ri = rmax = 1000 m, and
ri = rmax = 2000 m. 3DUL is an surface anchor initiated
iterative 3-dimensional localization scheme, whereas
DNRL incorporates special type of mobile agents, called
the DNR beacons, to aid the node localization procedure.
In the simulations, the transmission range of the sensor
nodes (in 3DUL) and the DNR beacons (in DNRL) was
set to 1000 m for both the schemes. For the simulation
of DNRL, we placed DNR beacons, which dive and
rise along the depth of the water column maintaining
a constant velocity of 2.5 m/s (4.86 Knot). These DNR
beacons were deployed randomly throughout the sim-
ulation region, and they broadcasted their coordinates
periodically. We assumed that the DNR beacons drifted
horizontally due to the effect of underwater currents.

In addition to 3DUL and DNRL, we also simulated
another scheme similar to OLTC, however, without any
topology control, i.e., the nodes did not change the
transmission range ‘opportunistically’. We named this
scheme as OLwoTC, where ‘wo’ signifies the fact that
the scheme is without topology control. OLwoTC was
simulated for two different transmission ranges of the
sensor nodes — first case with ri = rmax = 1000 m, and
second case with ri = rmax = 2000 m. Similar to OLTC,
in OLwoTC as well, we placed four anchor nodes on the
water surface to initiate the localization process. Other
simulation parameters remained the same as described
in Table 2.

Justification for the Selection of Transmission Range: Table
3 shows the initial inter-node distance for node deploy-
ments consisting of 10-50 nodes in a 2500 m× 2500 m×
2500 m region. Statistically, the results are computed
with 95% confidence. The inter-node distance decreases
marginally with the increase in node density. Such
node distribution motivates the selection of choosing
the transmission range Ri = [1000 m, 1500 m, 2000 m].
Similarly, we simulated the benchmark schemes using
the minimum (ri = 1000 m) and the maximum (ri = 2000
m) transmission ranges.

Additionally, underwater acoustic modems
with long transmission range in the order of
few kilometers are available commercially. For
example, the Teledyne modems 865-A and
ATM-886 have transmission range up to 10 km
(http://www.teledynemarine.com/flash/index.html).
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5.4 Results and Analysis

5.4.1 Localization coverage

We measured the number of successfully localized
sensor nodes for OLTC and the benchmark schemes
— 3DUL, DNRL, and OLwoTC. In this experiment, we
varied the number of deployed nodes between 10 to 50,
and set the node mobility (vm) to 0.5 m/s. Both 3DUL
and DNRL, when simulated with ri = rmax = 1000 m,
attain very low number of successfully localized nodes
compared to OLTC. In this settings, compared to OLTC,
the localization coverage achieved in 3DUL and DNRL
is respectively 23.92% and 35.59% lower, on an average.
However, in case of ri = rmax = 2000 m, OLTC results
in nearly 21.94% and 18.92% lower localization success
compared to 3DUL and DNRL, respectively. As proved
in Theorem 4.2.1, an increased transmission range results
in increased ability of a node to localize other nodes.
In OLTC, an existing localized node dynamically selects
a transmission range so as to maximize the number of
neighbors yet to be localized. Hence, OLTC has a better
chance of success than 3DUL and DNRL for ri = 1000 m,
and less chance than 3DUL and DNRL for ri = 2000 m.
The localization coverage achieved using 3DUL scheme
nearly follows the same as that achieved for the scheme
where topology control is not used (OLwoTC, range at
1000 m). This is because of the similar type of protocol
design incorporated in both the schemes. On the other
hand, in case of DNRL, the localization coverage is lower
than that corresponding to 3DUL. In both the cases,
the number of successfully localized nodes gradually
increases with the increase in deployed node density.
However, the rate of such increase in higher in case of
3DUL than in DNRL.

We also compared the localization coverage in OLTC
with OLwoTC by varying the transmission range be-
tween 1000 m and 2000 m. The results of this experi-
ment are shown in Figure 4. The localization coverage
achieved in OLTC is nearly 17.65% higher than OLwoTC,
when the transmission range is 1000 m. However, the
localization coverage achieved in OLwoTC is nearly
23.51% lower in OLTC, when the transmission range
increases to 2000 m. Therefore, using a fixed transmission
range of 2000 m in OLwoTC, rather than dynamically
selecting it from a range of [1000 m, 1500 m, 2000 m], as
in OLTC, the localization coverage increases. In OLTC,
the localized nodes select a transmission range in such
a fashion that maximum number of localized nodes are
served with reduced energy consumption. Due to this,
the selected transmission range in OLTC is sometimes
less than 2000 m. Consequently, the localization coverage
results in lower number of localized nodes than that
in the case of ri = 2000 m. However, the increased
localization coverage of OLwoTC (with 2000 m trans-
mission range) costs higher energy consumption, which
is discussed in Section 5.4.2.

We calculate the localization coverage for different
scenarios consisting of different number of nodes, and
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Fig. 5: Localization Coverage in OLTC

vm = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 m/s. The results are plotted in Figure
5. From the results, we notice that with the increase in
the number of deployed nodes, the localization coverage,
i.e., the number of localized nodes in the network,
increases. This observation is attributed to the node
density factor. The increase in the node density helps in
attaining higher localization coverage. The localization
coverage mostly increases with the increase in the node
mobility in the higher node density deployments.

5.4.2 Average energy consumption per localized node
The results of comparison for the metric, average energy
consumption per localized node, is shown in Figure 6.
We notice that the energy consumption of DNRL is the
lowest among all the five schemes — OLTC, OLwoTC,
3DUL, and DNRL. It is noteworthy to mention that the
energy consumption of the DNR beacons are excluded
in the computation. However, OLTC depicts second-
best order in energy-efficiency. Compared to 3DUL and
OLwoTC with ri = 1000 m, the energy consumption per
localized node is, respectively, 91.2% and 83.3% lower
in OLTC. Although, in these schemes, the transmission
range is comparatively lower — fixed to 1000 m, rather
than dynamic in the range of 1000-2000 m. The lower
localization success of the nodes continues to ignite
the repeated try, which indeed is the reason for such
behavior. Also, compared to OLwoTC, when the trans-
mission range is set to 2000 m, energy consumption is
nearly 91.82% lower in OLTC. In this case, the relative
difference of the localization success is nearly 23.51%
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lower in OLTC. Thus, the use of higher transmission
power results in higher energy consumption of nodes in
OLwoTC. Compared to 3DUL with ri = 2000 m, OLTC
results in 92.94% lesser average energy consumption per
node. Thus, compared to 3DUL and OLwoTC, OLTC
maintains energy-efficiency. This behavior is attributed
to the design goal of the OLTC scheme — energy-
efficient selection of transmission range. On the other
hand, in 3DUL and OLwoTC, nodes do not perform any
such trade-off. However, OLTC depicts increased energy
consumption compared to DNRL. The average energy
consumption per node is approximately 62.65% and
67.08% lower in DNRL for ri = 1000 m and ri = 2000
m, respectively. In DNRL, the anchor nodes and the
unlocalized sensor nodes exchange ‘silent’ messages, i.e.,
the unlocalized nodes only receive the beacon messages
from the anchors. Thus, the energy consumption of
the nodes is only due to receiving of messages, which
helps to maintain a low energy consumption profile in
DNRL. On the other hand, in OLTC, the dynamic use of
topology control helps in attaining higher success rate
of node localization, and comparatively lower overall
energy consumption.

Figure 7 shows the results for the average energy
consumption per localized node. It is observed that with
increase in the number of deployed nodes, the average
energy consumption per node decreases. It is because
of the increase in the node density in the network that
an anchor j has more number of unlocalized nodes
present in its OPRj. Consequently, energy consumption
value per node also decreases. With the variation in
vm = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 m/s, the variation in average energy
consumption is not significant.

5.4.3 Average Localization Error
Figure 8 shows the results of comparison for average
localization error induced during localization for OLTC,
3DUL, DNRL, and OLwoTC. In case of OLwoTC with
transmission range 1000 m and 2000 m, the error value
is nearly 4.75% lower and 2.25 times higher than OLTC,
respectively. The higher is the node density, the higher
is the average error for both these cases. The location

estimation error occurring in 3DUL is 50.45% and 64.29%
lower in OLTC for ri = 1000 m and ri = 2000 m,
respectively. The increase in average localization error is
due to the increase in the transmission range. Compared
to DNRL, the average localization error using OLTC
is 64.32% and 66.85% lower, for ri = 1000 m and
ri = 2000 m, respectively. Similar to OLTC, in 3DUL and
OLwoTC as well, the location estimation error increases
with the increase in the node density in the deployment.
However, it does not show the exactly similar trend
in case of DNRL. The cause of such behavior can be
explained following the mechanism of iterative location
estimation. Except DNRL, all the other three schemes
use iterative location estimation. In such schemes, the
neighbors of the anchors are localized first, and then the
neighbors of those nodes are localized, and the process
continues. Therefore, in each iteration, the previous esti-
mation error is induced in the current estimation. On the
other hand, in DNRL, the nodes localize themselves by
receiving the coordinates directly from the DNR beacons.
However, in DNRL, the average localization error value
is higher, which is mostly attributed to the mobile DNR
beacons. Also, unlike the other schemes, with increase
in the transmission range, the average localization error
decreases in DNRL.

The average localization error in OLTC is plotted in
Figure 9. The average error value increases with the
increase in the deployment node density. This feature
is attributed to the iterative nature of the scheme. For
the low node density scenarios, the average localization
error is also low. With lower node density, less number
of nodes are present in the opportunistic region (OPRj)
of an anchor j. Similarly, it is possible for more number
of nodes to be localized by an anchor when the node
density is higher. For this reason, the localization error
increases in case of higher node density (such as 40-
50 nodes). On the other hand, for low node density
scenarios (such as 10-20 nodes), the change in average
localization error is insignificant with the change in node
mobility values.
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5.4.4 Average Localization Delay
Figure 10 shows the results obtained for the metric local-
ization delay in OLTC and the benchmark schemes. We
find that by incorporating the topology control scheme,
the localization delay increases in OLTC. Compared to
OLTC, 3DUL results in reduced localization delay of
nearly 68.8% and 12.23%, respectively, for ri = 1000
m and ri = 2000 m. Also, in OLwoTC, the average
localization delay is 28.71% lower and 85.87% higher
compared to OLTC for ri = 1000 m and ri = 2000 m,
respectively. DNRL results in 66.98% and 52.47% less
localization delay compared to OLTC. Such increase in
the delay is caused due to longer distance travelled
by the acoustic signal while the anchor nodes try to
maximize their individual utility by increasing their
transmission range to localize more number of sensor
nodes. The average delay increases in all the schemes,
except in DNRL, for increasing the number of deployed
sensor nodes. For DNRL, the variation in average delay
is very less throughout all the deployment scenarios.
This is attributed to the uniform deployment of DNR-
beacons throughout the simulation region.

Figure 11 shows the average localization delay with
varying vm. The results indicate the trend of increased
node density with increased delay. In such a condition,
more number of control messages are exchanged among
the nodes. Due to this, on an average, the overall delay
to localize a node, increases.
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5.4.5 DNR Velocity
We plot the localization coverage and average energy
consumption per node with varying the DNR-beacon

velocity (v) at 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 m/s, in Figure 12 and
13, respectively. We observe that varying v from 2.5 m/s
to 3.5 and 4.5 m/s, the localization coverage increases.
However, the change in average energy consumption
per localized node is marginal with the change in DNR-
beacon velocity.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a localization scheme named
Opportunistic Localization by Topology Control (OLTC),
specifically designed for sparse and partitioned UWSNs
scenarios. In such scenarios, due to sparsity, most of
the sensor nodes lack the presence of the required
number of reference nodes to be able to localize. In
OLTC, by exploiting topology control, such reference
nodes are ‘opportunistically’ found and utilized. We
formulate the scenario as a Single-Leader-Multi-Follower
Stackelberg game, which describes an oligopoly among
the unlocalized and the localized nodes. In the game
model, an unlocalized node is considered as the Stack-
elberg leader, and an already localized node is described
as the Cournot follower. Simulation results demonstrated
that OLTC achieves nearly 76% localization coverage by
spending nearly 3.6% battery power of any node. In case
of ri = 1000 m, compared to the 3DUL and DNRL, OLTC
achieves nearly 34.01% and 64.73% increased localization
coverage. Compared to the 3DUL and DNRL simulated
with ri = rmax = 2000 m, OLTC results in nearly
21.94% and 18.92% low localization coverage. However,
for average energy consumption per node, OLTC is
nearly 91.2% energy-efficient than 3DUL, even though,
DNRL is more energy-efficient than OLTC.

In the future works, the proposed scheme may be
modified to work in the presence of extreme UWSN chal-
lenging environments involving the presence of shadow
zones, jamming, and natural interference. Also, in future,
‘mixed strategy’ for the nodes may be considered for
selecting the appropriate transmission power level.
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